VaR is an important tool to control financial risks which can be expressed as capital gains rate into the upper or lower side of quantile. And its effective measurement has always been a research hotspot. In this paper, we extend the linear quantile model (Huangand Lee, 2013) based on high frequency information to the nonlinear model, and further use the Moving-Block bootstrap simulation to test the robustness of the model. Using China stock index futures continuous contract if000 for 5-minute high-frequency data to forecast VaR with combination of factors and variables. Empirical results show that, these models are better than the existing linear quantile prediction models, in particular, considered at high frequency information of the influence of model. Moreover, the models are robust.
INTRODUCTION
Financial risk has always been a hot research topic (Zhang,2004; Rehwinkel,2016) .The VaR of capital cash can be expressed as the volatility concept of capital price gains rate, which is to take the probability of gains raterlower or higher than the volatility as the pre-determined confidence coefficient P. That is to say: P X < = P.The essence is the gains rate distribution into the upper or lower side of quantile (Xu and Zheng,1999) . The classical VaR compute mode of financial instruments like stock or stock index futures index utilizes the low-frequency data based on the gains rate of daily closing price. Huiyu Huang and Tae-Hwy Lee utilized the 5-minute high-frequency data of S&P500 index based on linear quantile model to forecast the quantile of daily closing price gains rate. The results show that the overall forecasting effect introducing highfrequency data to forecast the out-of-sample effect of VaR is better than that using lowfrequency data of daily closing gains rate (Huang and Lee,2013) . However, the effect criteria of the model in literature based on high-frequency data is based on the comparison between out-of-sample quantile loss function and the BenchMark, which indicates that no direct explanation model can forecast the accuracy of quantile and no discussion is held in terms of the robustness of high-frequency data model. This paper utilizes the stock index futures continuous contract if000 for 5-minute highfrequency data to forecast the of the closing price gains rate quantile of the following day and applies the evaluation method of quantile forecasting model proposed by Xu (1999) and Zheng(1999) tothe out-of-sample forecasting effect of various high-frequency data quantile linear forecasting model of Huiyu Huang and Tae-Hwy Lee (Huang and Lee,2013) . We can see from Table 1 that the effect of each linear quantile model is unsatisfactory when utilizing high-frequency data. Castle et al., (2013) discuss when can the optimal effect be reached when forecasting, through the selecting of variable or structural factor model or the combination of the two. Because the number of variables in the high-frequency data part is more than 50 and the linear relation among variables are strong, for the factors built by high-frequency data, this paper combines the VaR forecasting model of gains rate variables of daily closing price and the association of variable. The semi-parameter model is introduced to build the forecasting model considering the obscure influence mechanism of high-frequency data part on daily closing price gains rate (Wang,2009; Erdos et al.,2011; Li,2012) .Based on the if000 outof-sample empirical results, two semi-parameter models built in this paper have better forecasting results than the linear quantile forecasting model in literature (Huang and Lee,2013) . Finally, this paper utilizes self-help Moving-Block bootstrap to test the robustness of the VaR semi-parameter model of factor and association of variable. The results show that the two established models are robust and the VaR forecasting model of factor and association of variable considering high frequency information of the influence of model has better forecasting effect and robustness. This paper mainly contains four sections. The first is the source and processing of the accepting of data; the second is the introduction of established models; the third is theout-out-sample forecasting results and robustness analysis; the fourth is the conclusion of this paper.
DATA
This paper applies stock index futures continuous contract if000 and adopts within-day data set of 5-minute period. The within-day transaction time period is 9:15-15:10 and the data transaction fate is April 19th, 2010 to January 12th, 2015. Altogether, there are 1149 transaction days, (999 in-sample transaction days and 150 out-of-sample transaction days) and 62046 observed values. The period from 11:30 to 13:00 is the break of stock index futures, and thus this period is ignored. Therefore, the transaction following the period from 11:25 to 11:30 is the period from 13:00 to 13:05. In this way, 54 5-minute Bars can be obtained in a transaction day. Based on this, 54 subsamples of "daily gains rate" can be established within the 5-minute data set. The interval in each subsample is 24 hours. In the modeling process of high-frequency data, many articles adopt the 5-minute data set (Huang and Lee,2013; Andersen et al.,2001 ).
Specifically, it starts from the definition of a special gains rate based on the closing price: r t 0 = p t 3:10pm − p t−1 3:10pm . p t 3:10pm represents the logarithmic value of if000 index at 3:10pm on the t th day; p t 3:10pm t=1
T is the subsample of the 5-minute if000 data set. In each transaction day, it represents the 54th high-frequency data information in the whole data set. Besides, r t (0) represents the daily gains rate in the conventional sense.
And then, define a subsample of daily gains rate:r t (1) = p t 9:15am − p t−1 9:15am ; other subsamples arer t (j) , j = 2, … … ,53 and r t (53) = p t 3:05pm − p t−1 3:05pm . The high-frequency data in the morning is r t (1) , … … , r t (27) and that in the afternoon is r t (28) , … … , r t (53) ,r t (0) represents the gains rate of daily closing price.
MODEL

Forecasting VaR with linear model using high-frequency data
Based on the linear quantile forecasting model (Lee and Yang,2006) , this chapter utilizes 5-minute data of if000 to forecast the gains rate of closing price in the following day.
Basic low-frequency data model is as follow: on the basis of (1), Huang and Lee builds 4 kinds of basic models of linear quantile based on high-frequency data (Huang and Lee,2013) .
Based on the information of T, we can use the following model to forecast the quantile value of the next h steps:
This paper utilizes the 5-minute data of if000 to forecast the future gains rate quantile of closing price of index h=1. To capture the influence of stock wave agglomeration effect on quantile regression, linear polynomial model can be adopted (Chernozhukov and Umantsev,2001) . That is to say, set X t (0) = (1, r t 0 , r t 0 2 ) ′ and this function can obtain the coefficient estimation through minimization ρ α ε = ε[α − I ε < 0 ] ( Koenker and Basset,1978) .
Similar to the effect method of measurement quantile forecasting model in reference (Xu and Zheng,1999) , record:
T is the number of out-of-sample transaction days; r t 0 is the real out-of-sample gains rate of closing price on thet th day; r t 0(p) is the p quantile forecasting value of out-of-sample closing price gains rate on thet th day; #(•)represents the number of data conforming to the conditions between brackets. It is apparent that the closer the #(r t 0 p >r t 0 ,1≤t≤T) T to p, the better the forecasting effect of quantile model.
Utilizing the method of forecasting future daily gains rate of closing price based on highfrequency data (Huang and Lee,2013) and taking 999 transaction days of if000 as insample data and 150 transaction days as out-of-sample data, altogether 62046 observation values are obtained. The calculation results according to the evaluation method in (1) is as shown in Table 1 : Line 1 is the real value of quantile and other lines can be seen as the quantile estimation of out-of-sample data in 150 transaction days applying various methods. We can see from Table 1 that the forecasting effect when applying high-frequency data needs to be improved. Considering building model factors with within-day high-frequency data, this paper takes the factors of high-frequency data as non-parameter variables and utilizes the gains rate of daily closing price as parameter variables tobuild the forecasting VaR model with combination of factors and variables.
Building of VaR semi-parametermodel with combination of factors and variables
(a) Regression Model of Semi-parameter Quantile (Li,2012) The researches of semi-parameterregression model started in 1980s and soon caught the attention of researchers quickly. The general expression of common semi-parameter regression models is:
(X, Z) ∈ R p × R is random vector; the support set of Z is finite closed set; β is the unknown parameter vector of p × 1; g(. )is an unknown function defined in finite closed set;ε is the random error vector independent of (X, Z)satisfying the condition of mean value is 0 and variance is.
Through the combination of semi-parameter regression model and quantile regression model and setting the non-parameter part of model as known, the additive semiparameter quantile regression model can be built, whose structure is as follow:
Here, τis the quantile;Q represents the t th quantile of dependent variable Y; g i is a onedimensional function. These functions can be expressed by vectors as: g = (g 1, , … … , g D ).
(b) VaR semi-parameter model with combination of factors and variables using highfrequency data Apart from traditional gains rate r t (0) based on daily closing price, we also have 53 other subsamples utilizing with-in day high-frequency data, which is r t (j) , j = 1, … … ,53. To utilize mode information to forecast future gains rate quantile, high-frequency information can be introduced into the forecasting modle:
(i) Semi-parameter Model One ( record as Semi_First)
High-frequency vector: X t 53 = (r t 1 , r t 1 2 , … … , r t 53 , r t 53 2 ) is the vector of 103 dimension.
Because of the strong collinearity among variable, this paper considers to build the semiparameter model through building factors in high-frequency information part as nonparameter factors and taking gains rate of closing price r t (0) and r t (0) 2 as independent variable:
(ii) Semi-parameter Model Two (record as Semi_Second)
Record the high-frequency data part in the morning as :X t 27 = (r t 1 , r t 1 2 , … … , r t 27 , r t 27 2 )and high-frequency data part in the afternoon as: X t 28−53 = (r t 28 , r t 28 2 , … … , r t 53 , r t 53 2 ) .
Considering the information in the morning and in the afternoon poses different effect on the impact of forecasting of the closing price gains rate, this paper combines the 27 data in the morning as non-parameter factors with 26 data in the afternoon as linear factors to build the semi-parameter model on the basis of linear variables of closing price gains rate:
Linear part: X t (0) = (r t 0 , r t 0 2 , lf t1 , … … , , lf tk ).
Self-help Moving-Block Bootstrap
Self-help Moving-Block bootstrap is an appropriate resampling method with nonindependent distributed time series and can conduct effective fitting of sampling distribution (Vogel and Shallcross,1996; Xie and Zhu,2008; Su et al.,2008) . This paper utilizes self-help Moving-Block bootstrap to test the robustness of the built semiparameter model.
Give stable time series X = {x 1 , … … , x T }and obtain the bootstrap sample with length of T through the following steps:
(1) If the length of block is b, then we can construct moving-block{B 1 , B 2 , … , B T−b+1 } B i = x i , x i−1 , … , x i+b−1 and the length of blocks are b;
(2) Randomly draw k=[T/b] moving blocks{B i,1 , B i,2 , … , B i,k } from {B 1 , B 2 , … , B T−b+1 } and then put it back , then we form a new sample X * i connecting both ends. i represents the ith sampling. Then we can obtain a series of bootstrap samples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Out-of-sample forecasting results
This paper applies stock index futures continuous contract if000 and adopts within-day data set of 5-minute period. The within-day transaction time period is 9:15-15:10 and the data transaction fate is April 19th, 2010 to January 12th, 2015. Altogether, there are 1149 transaction days, (999 in-sample transaction days and 150 out-of-sample transaction days) and 62046 observed values. We can see from Table 1 that the out-of-sample forecasting effect based on AIC and BIC principle is no better than that when selecting k=1, k=2 and k=3 in selecting the number of factors of high-frequency data. In the factor model of CI-PC and CF-PC, the effect of k=2 is the optimal. Therefore, at most two factors will be selected in discussing the high-frequency factors in non-parameter part. Semi_First(k=1) represents selecting the first principal factor in non-parameter part and Semi_Second(k1=2,k2=2 represents selecting the two principal factors in non-parameter part. Two principal factors will be selected in the high-frequency data in the afternoon and others are similar.
The first line in Table 2 represents real quantile value and the overall effect is good seen from the quantile value of model forecasting. To facilitate the analysis of forecasting effect of each model, this paper combines Table 1 andTable 2 and minus the numerical value in each line with the absolute value of real value of quantile to represent the closeness of estimated value. Then, rank the closeness in the same data column and add the rankings in each column. Finally, use the total ranking to measure the overall advantages and disadvantages of the method and the overall ranking result is shown in Table 3 . Bagging  16  20  18  2  1  1  1  1  1  6  SA-mean  5  1  2  5  21  4  5  13  2  4  CF-mean  5 According to overall ranking, we can see from Table 3 that the estimation effect of four kinds of semi-parameter models rank top 3 among all methods, rank the top in terms of the forecasting ability of 0.01 quantile and 0.05 quantile among all high-frequency methods and rank the top in terms of the forecasting ability of 0.99 quantile and 0.95 quantile. The Semi_First(k=2), Semi_Second(k1=2,k2=1) rank the first and the second, which proves the effectiveness of VaR semi-parameter model with combination of factors and variables using high-frequency data in the utilization of high-frequency data.
VaR is expressed as the upper or lower side of quantile. Quantile is applied to represent VaR, which can provide a volatility confidence interval, one of its advantages (Xu and Zheng,1999) . The two upper or lower curves are the 90% confidence interval of out-ofsample data provided by Semi_First(k=2). The upper curve is the forecasting quantile curve of p=0.95; the lower curve is the forecasting quantile curve of p=0.05; the middle curve is the out-of-sample concrete value. Explanation of Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1 . Finally, some out-of-sample points may be beyond the range of in-sample training sample and the process in this paper is as follow: (1) change the semi-parameter model of two non-parameter factors into the semi-parameter model of one non-parameter factor; (2) if it is still beyond the range of training sample, then use (1) to conduct forecasting for this special point. The same processing is conducted to solve similar problems of Robust in 3.2.
Robust analysis
Self-help Moving-Block bootstrap is adopted to conduct robustness analysis on the Semi_First(k=2) 、 Semi_Second(k1=2,k2=1) with the best performance in Table 4 . Conduct self-help block sampling on the gains rate of 62046 5-minute if000 closing price observed values. Take b=4 and repeatedly sample B=100 times. The data in each sample is the data in the first 999 transaction days and the data out of the sample is the final 150 sampling data. Take the average of 100 results and calculate the variance, as is shown in Table 4 . We can see from Table 4 that these two semi-parameter methods are stable overall and this robustness also confirms the gains rate sequence concerning time is stable. To further compare these two methods, rank the mean value minus real value and the variance of these two methods. The results are shown in Table 5 .
We can see from the ranking in Table 5 that the forecasting effect and robustness of Semi_Second(k1=2,k2=1) method is slightly better than Semi_First(k=2) model, which indicates the influence of high-frequency data in the morning and afternoon on the gains rate of daily closing price is different. 
5.CONCLUSION
The VaR of financial instruments forecasting stock andstock index futures is forecasting p-quantile. This paper first builds high-frequency factors inhigh-frequency data part, takes high-frequency factors as non-parameter components and builds VaR semiparameter forecasting model with combination of factors and variables taking the gains rate of daily closing price as parameter variables. Considering the different influence of high-frequency data in the morning and afternoon on the gains rate of daily closing price, thus, this paper the second type of semi-parameter model divides high-frequency data into morning and afternoon. The high-frequency data building factors in the morning are taken as non-parameter variables and the high-frequency data building factors in the afternoon together with the gains rate of daily closing price are taken as linear variables to build the VaR semi-parameter forecasting model with combination of factors and variables. According to the if000 out-of-sample empirical results, the forecasting effect of VaR semi-parameter forecasting model with combination of factors and variables is better than the linear quantile forecasting model in literature (Huang and Lee,2013) . Finally, this paper adopts the self-help Moving-Block bootstrap to test the robustness of the model. The results show that two built VaR semi-parameter forecasting models with combination of factors and variables are robust overall and the VaR forecasting model considering different influence in the morning and afternoon of high-frequency data has better forecasting effect and robustness. 
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